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Printed Media
First published in 1995, and now sent free of charge twice
a year to over 20,000* key specifiers and decision-makers
throughout the global automotive industry, Electric & Hybrid
Vehicle Technology International is firmly established as the
world’s leading international showcase for technology and
innovation in electric, hybrid and fuel-cell vehicle design,
development and manufacture.

Believe the hype
LOTUS EVIJA

LOTUS EVIJA

Iconic British sportscar
manufacturer Lotus has
been quiet in recent years
without an all-new model to
shout about, but now it makes
the loudest of comebacks
with Evija - the world’s most
powerful electric hypercar

WORDS: GUY BIRD

VITAL
STATISTICS

• Hard copy mailout, by name and job title, to around 10,000
key OE automotive personnel: Europe 40%, North America
40%, Asia/Pacific 15%, Rest of World 5%.

Name: Lotus Evija (Type 130)
Powertrain: Pure electric, 4WD
Power: 2,000ps
Battery: 2,000kW
Torque: 1,700 Nm with torque vectoring
0-100 km/h (0-62 mph): Under three seconds
0-300 km/h (0-186 mph): Under nine seconds
Max speed: In excess of 200 mph (320 km/h)
All-electric range (WLTP Combined): 400 km (250 miles)
Charging time: 18 mins (using 350kW charger)
Weight: 1,680kg (3,700Ibs)
Production run: Maximum of 130 cars
Overall dimensions (L/W/H): 4,459 / 2,000 / 1,122mm
Built in: Hethel, UK
Start of Production: 2020

• Full-colour interactive digital version also available online at
www.electrichybridvehicletechnology.com
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INDUCTIVE CHARGING

INDUCTIVE CHARGING

• Distribution is to OE vehicle design, development and
production companies, relevant independent design,
engineering and R&D facilities, and to principal Tier One and
Tier Two suppliers.

wires
Without

• Additional distribution at key industry events, including
Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Technology Expo, The Battery
Show, EVS, eMove360°, Advanced Automotive Battery
Conference and LCV.

Inductive charging is already popular for personal electronics,
but the technology has struggled to gain traction in the EV market.
Now, developments in the industry mean mass adoption by OEMs
could be just around the corner

WORDS: RICHARD N WILLIAMS

PUBLISHING SCHEDULE 2020:
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TECH INSIDER | ARC VECTOR
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ADVERTISING RATES:
Double Page Spread: £6,500
Full Page Colour: £4,450
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Ahead of the

Six years in the making, the Peugeot e-208 isn’t benchmarking
electric rivals, instead it focuses on consumer adoption of plug-in
power by offering the same convenience as a petrol or diesel car

P

WORDS: ALEX GRANT

eugeot was an early proponent of
electrification with its diesel hybrids and
Mitsubishi i-MiEV-based iOn city car,
but 2019 is the start of a new era. This
year the company will launch the first of its new
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, beginning a
six-year process of phasing out models powered
solely by a combustion engine. Its first in-house
battery-electric car will be a version of the new
208 supermini.
For Sylvain Chereau, a PSA drivetrain
engineer of over 20 years now bringing the
company’s electric vehicles to market, the
e-208 wasn’t benchmarked against cars such
as the Renault Zoe, but petrol and diesel
superminis. “We focused on our customer,
and what they needed,” he explains. “We
knew that 80% of customers drive less than

50km [31 miles] per day, so with 340km [211
miles] of range we could achieve a whole
week of electric driving and only charge on
the weekend. It means, if the customer has no
access to a plug at home, it would be easy to
use public charging once per week.”
Development of the 208 began six years
ago, and the electric version was conceived at
the start of the project. It’s underpinned by the
new Common Module Platform, co-developed
with PSA Group’s long-term partner, Chinese
carmaker Dongfeng Motor Corporation. This
is designed to accommodate both combustion
engine and electric variants and is shared with
the newly-launched DS 3 Crossback SUV, as
well as the next Opel/Vauxhall Corsa arriving
in 2019. Like the 208, these will be available
as battery-electric versions.

The Arc Vector aims to be the most advanced electric
motorcycle in the world, but this tech comes at a price
WORDS: LEON POULTNEY

T

he low-slung, sleek silhouette of the
US$112,000 (£90,000) Arc Vector
is the vision for the next generation
of two-wheeled mobility and is arguably
the world’s most sophisticated electric
motorcycle to-date.
Mark Truman, founder and CEO of Arc Vehicle
Limited, started his career on four wheels,
heading up the White Space team at Jaguar Land
Rover in the UK, where a group of individuals he
says formed an “underground” and “skunkworks”
unit tasked with coming up with innovations that
spawned commercial opportunities.
“Myself and the team created an electric
motorcycle without anyone knowing, and then
we rode it into a board meeting with executives
at Jaguar Land Rover,” he reveals to E&H Vehicle.
Thankfully, JLR loved what Truman and his
team had created, so gave him the green light to
form a separate business based in Coventry,

UK, to bring the vehicle to market, while retaining
a small percentage of ownership.
Naturally, Truman would leverage the
technological economies of scale when designing
the Arc Vector for production.
“The battery packs are supplied by Samsung
and we can only get our hands on them because
of the relationship Jaguar Land Rover has with
the tech giant,” Truman explains.

Pack mentality

Comprised of 960 cells, which are cleverly
packaged in the Arc Vector, they form an integral
part of the innovative monocoque frame, and are
actually the next generation of cell technology
from the supplier, bettering the performance of
those found in Jaguar’s I-Pace.
In addition to this, the unique structural form
of the modular battery pack means that Arc’s
batteries are the only motorcycle batteries tested
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to Reg100 standards – a test normally only
undertaken by automotive OEMs.
“Everyone else in the industry had approached
electric motorcycle design in the same way,
starting with a typical motorcycle frame and then
trying to make the EV packaging fit. In our opinion,
this just doesn’t work,” Truman says.
“Inspired by some of the crazy designs coming
out of Japan in the 1970s and 80s, we decided to
be the only people to investigate the monocoque
design, the battery forming part of the frame and
being the main aesthetic,” he adds.
Eschewing the typical plastic bodywork to
cover up the battery packs, the Arc proudly
displays its internal workings, which deliver 399V
and a range of around 321km (200 miles).
However, it is the performance and raw pace
that had attendees at this year’s Goodwood
Festival of Speed slack-jawed as the Vector
silently made its way up the hill, as its 103kW
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Premium advertisement positions (covers etc) also available - prices upon request.
Technical editorial and interviews also available to advertisers on a strictly ‘first come, first served’ basis!
Banner advertising available on www.electrichybridvehicletechnology.com and also our weekly
e-newsletters - details on next page.
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